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Abstract:
Cyclic
alkyl(amino)
carbene
(cAAC)-supported,
structurally diverse alkali metal-phosphinidenides 2-5 of general
formula ((cAAC)P-M)n(THF)x [2: M = K, n = 2, x = 4; 3: M = K, n = 6,
x = 2; 4: M = K, n = 4, x = 4; 5: M = Na, n = 3, x = 1] have been
synthesized by the reduction of cAAC-stabilized chlorophosphinidene cAAC=P-Cl (1) utilizing metallic K or KC8 and Nanaphthalenide as reducing agents. Complexes 2-5 have been
structurally characterized in solid state by NMR studies and single
crystal X-ray diffraction. The propossed mechanism for the electron
transfer process has been well-supported by cyclic voltammetry (CV)
studies and DFT calculations. The solid state oligomerization
process has been observed to be largely dependent on the ionic
radii of alkali metal ions, steric bulk of cAAC ligands and
solvation/de-solvation/recombination of the dimeric unit [(cAAC)PM(THF)x]2.

The reactive group 15 analogs of carbenes, known as
phosphinidenes have been initially identified in gas phase and
by low temperature matrix isolation. [1] The stable, structurally
characterizable phosphinidenes have been synthesized either in
presence of transition metals[2] or as carbene-phosphinidene
adducts, known as parent phosphinidenes.[3-5] Metalphosphinidenides (or phosphinidenyls) are the reactive
analogues of metal phosphides[6] with low valent, low coordinate
phosphorus atoms. Such species could be synthetically
achieved by strong base mediated deprotonation of the parent
phosphinidenes[3-5] as the corresponding conjgate bases.[7] A
decade ago, N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC)-supported
phosphinidene [(THF)3Li-L=P-H] has been synthesized by direct
reduction of L=P-P=L (L = NHC).[3a] The modified, neutral L=P-H
has been synthesized by the oxidation of L(H)(PH2) by activating
the P-HPH2 bond. Another variant of L=P-H has been prepared
by reacting the corresponding imidazolium salt with Na 3P7 in
THF (L = saturated NHC).[3c] A few other synthetic routes for
phosphinidenes have also been reported.[3] Recently, Roesky et
al. developed a synthetic route for cyclic (alkyl)amino carbene
(cAAC)-supported chloro-phosphinidenes cAAC=P-Cl (1) where
two equiv of free cAAC reacted with one equiv of PCl 3 at room
temperature under reductive elimination of cAAC-Cl+Cl- salt.[4b]
Later on, the chlorine atom of 1 was substituted by the hydride
donor LiAlH4 in toluene to obtain cAAC=P-H. However, this

reaction was not thermodynamically well controlled, leading to
the co-crystallization of cAAC=P-Cl/cAAC=P-H. cAAC=P-H was
characterized only in solution by NMR studies.[4b] Deprotonation
of cAAC=P-H by Me-Li in THF led to the formation of the dimeric,
THF-coordinated
lithium-phosphinidenide
[((Me2-cAAC)PLi(THF)2)2], which was shown to react with various halogen
containing inorganic and organic compounds in solution.[8] The
monomeric potassium-phosphinidenide [(Me2-cAAC/NHC)P-K]
was in situ generated by reacting cAAC=P-H with the potassium
salt of benzyl-anion (Ph-CH2-K) and further reacted without solid
state structural characterization of (Me2-cAAC/NHC)P-K
(Scheme 1).[9-10]

Scheme 1. Synthetic routes for metal-phosphinidenides.

Several other main group- or metal-phosphinidenides and mixed
NHC-based-phosphinidenides/alkoxides have been reported.[9-11]
Herein, we report the first alkali metal mediated direct reduction
of carbene-supported chloro-phosphinidenes cAAC=P-Cl (1) for
the syntheses and solid state characterization of various
oligomeric metal-phosphinidenides 2/3-5 ((cAAC)P-M)n(THF)x [2:
M = K, n = 2, x = 4; 3: M = K, n = 6, x = 2; 4: M = K, n = 4, x = 4;
5: M = Na, n = 3, x = 1].
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies of cyclic alkyl(amino) carbene
(cAAC)-stabilized chloro-phosphinidene Cy-cAAC=P-Cl [CycAAC = :C(N-2,6-iPr2C6H3)(C6H10)(CMe2)(CH2)] (1a)[4] in 0.1 M
solution of [n-Bu4N]PF6 in THF have shown a possible one
electron quasi-reversible reduction at E1/2 = -2.85 V indicating
the generation of the corresponding radical intermediate (CycAAC)P• (Int-1a) (Figure 1, left). Triggered by this result, we
envisioned a possible reduction of 1. Accordingly, a reaction has
been set up using KC8 as the initial reducing agent. The 1:3
molar mixture of fluorescent yellow Cy-cAAC=P-Cl (1a) and KC8
were placed in a Schlenk flask, kept in ice/water bath (0-4 °C)
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were further characterized by NMR spectroscopy and X-ray
single crystal diffraction (see SI).

Scheme 3. Syntheses of tetrameric [((Me2-cAAC)P-K)4(THF)4 (4)] potassiumand trimeric [((Cy-cAAC)P-Na)3(THF) (5)] sodium-phosphinidenides.

Upon dissolving the complexes 2a/3 in THF containing around
70 ppm of water led to the formation of protonated by-product 6a.
The calculated proton affinity value of Me2-cAAC=P‒ anion
(+371 kcal/mol) was found to be 54 kcal/mol lower than that of
n
Bu-Li (425 kcal/mol) as expected (see SI).
To have a deeper insight into the reaction mechanism, a set of
reactions have been carried out followed by CV studies of the
reaction solutions (Figure 1).

Scheme 2. Synthesis of cAAC-supported dimeric [((Cy-cAAC)P-K)2(THF)4
(2a)] and hexameric [((Cy-cAAC)P-K)6(THF)2 (3)] potassium-phosphinidenides.

The trimeric sodium-phosphinidenide ((Cy-cAAC)P-Na)3(THF)
(5) was obtained when compound 1a was reacted with freshlyprepared Na-naphthalenide (NaC10H8) in 1:2.2 molar ratio in
THF at room temperature for 12 h. Hexagonal, orange-red
crystals of 5 were obtained from a concentrated THF solution at
0°C (Scheme 3, right). However, use of Na metal as reducing
agent failed to afford complex 5 under similar reaction condition.
Single crystal X-ray diffraction revealed that complexes 2a-5 are
THF-solvated dimeric (2a), hexameric (3), tetrameric (4) and
trimeric (5) forms of the monomeric unit cAAC=P-M (Schemes 24, Figures 3-5). The crystals and concentrated THF solutions of
2a-5 were found to be stable under argon atmosphere for
several months at room temperature. However, the red powders
of 2a-5 were observed to change color immediately from red to
yellow upon exposure to air due to the formation of cAAC=P-H
(6) which was confirmed by 31P NMR spectroscopy (Figure
S20).[4b] The isolated yields of complexes 2a-5 were found to be
in the range of 65%-67%. A small amount of cAAC=P-H (6a (CycAAC=P-H); 6b (Me2-cAAC=P-H))[4b] and (cAAC)2P2 (Int-2a
((Cy-cAAC)2P2); Int-2b ((Me2-cAAC)2P2); Scheme 4) were also
isolated during the reaction, which were separated by filtration of
the crystals of complexes 2a-4. The by-products 6a and Int-2a[12]

Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms of Cy-cAAC=P-Cl (1a) (left) and (CycAAC)2P2 (Int-2a) (inset) in THF containing 0.1 M [n-Bu4N]PF6 as the
electrolyte (CE: Pt, WE: GC, RE: Ag).

One equiv of K-metal was reacted with Cy-cAAC=P-Cl (1a) to
produce (Cy-cAAC)2P2 (Int-2a) which was confirmed by NMR
studies. This indicated that the first electron transfer from K to 1a
occurred to form the intermediate radical species (Cy-cAAC)P•
(Int-1a) and KCl. The color of the solution at the surface of solid
K-metal was seen to appear as dark red, while the color of the
bulk solution was always observed to be yellow [K + CycAAC=P-Cl = (Cy-cAAC)P• + KCl; (Cy-cAAC)P• + K = (CycAAC)P‒K; (Cy-cAAC)P‒K + Cy-cAAC=P‒Cl = (Cy-cAAC)2P2 +
KCl]. It has been observed that two equiv of K-metal (E1/2 = -2.93
V) is also able to quantitatively reduce 1a to dark red complexes
2a/3 in THF after 12 h. This was further confirmed by NMR
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under argon atmosphere. Precooled (0-4 °C) THF was added to
the solid mixture via a cannula. The temperature of the reaction
mixture was slowly raised to room temperature, while the color
was changed from yellow to bright orange after 15 min and
further changed to dark green after another 15-20 min. The
reaction mixture was stirred for 12 h at room temperature to
obtain a dark red color, which was then filtered to separate out
the graphite. Gratifyingly, dark red rystals (rod/hexagonal) of
complexes 2a/3 [((cAAC)P-M)n(THF)x; M = K, n = 2, x = 4 (2a);
M = K, n = 6, x = 2 (3)] were obtained after one day from the
concentrated THF solution kept in a refrigerator at 0°C (Scheme
2). Under similar reaction conditions, Me2-cAAC=PCl (1b) [Me2cAAC = :C(N-2,6-iPr2C6H3)(CMe2)2(CH2)] produced dark red
crystals of tetrameric complex 4 [((cAAC)P-M)4(THF)4] (Scheme
3, left). The use of K metal as the reducing agent also led to the
formation of complexes 2-4 under similiar reaction conditions in
comparable yields.
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M06-2X/def2SVP level of theory) of Int-2a suggested the
favorable one electron reduction of Int-2a leading to the
formation of the mono-radical anion (cAAC)2P2•‒ (Int-3a, + 2.2
kcal/mol) which can further dissociate to produce the monomeric
intermediate Int-4 (- 17.4 kcal/mol).

Figure 2. Formation of ((Cy-cAAC)P-K)2 (de-solvated 2a; 31P: 186.33 ppm)
and (Cy-cAAC)2P2 (Int-2a; 31P: 55.90 ppm) after 24 h in C6D6.

Scheme 4. Mechanism for the generation of cAAC-supported potassiumphosphinidenides 2a/3-4 in THF (see SI for Me2-cAAC analogs).

Theoretical calculations showed that the proposed (indicated by
CV) conversion of Cy-cAAC=P-Cl (1a) to cAAC=P· radical (Int1a) is exothermic by - 37.0 kcal/mol. Once the high energy
radical intermediate Int-1a is formed, it can go into two
competing pathways: Path-A and Path-B (Scheme 4). In Path-A,
the electron transfer from K to Int-1a (- 45.5 kcal/mol) is believed
to be crucial. Whereas, Path-B is the highly probable
dimerization of Int-1a to produce the stable intermediate Int-2a
((Cy-cAAC)2P2) which was also found to be exothermic (- 30.3
kcal/mol) and slightly more favorable when compared to path-A.
This was evident from the fact that, we could experimentally
isolate Int-2a in higher yield, when the reaction time was
reduced to less than 4 h. A similar reaction in C6D6 showed the
formation of solvent free, dimeric (Cy-cAAC=P-K)2 and and (CycAAC)2P2, evident from the 31P resonances at 186.3 and 55.9
ppm, respectively after 24 h, while the later was found to be the
major product (Figure 2).
A previously reported silicon analogue ((cAAC) 2Si2) of (CycAAC)2P2 (Int-2a) is known to accept an electron to form the
corresponding radical anion (cAAC) 2Si2•‒.[13] The conversion of
1a to Int-2a was theoretically found to be overall exothermic.
Geometry optimization followed by frequency calculations (at

Complexes 2a/3-5 have been characterized by 1H, 13C and 31P
NMR spectroscopic analysis. In all the cases the NMR spectra
recorded for in situ generated complexes in THF-D8 and
isolated pure crystalline complexes have been found to be
identical. The temperature dependent 1H NMR spectra of
complexes 2a-4 in THF-D8 remains unchanged from room
temperature down to -90 oC (see SI). The 31P NMR spectra of
complexes 2a-5 show broad singlets with two satellites (due to
P-C coupling) in the range of 200-210 ppm for 2a/3, 4 and at
152 ppm for 5 (See SI) which is much downfield shifted when
compared to the reported dimeric species [cAACPLi(THF)2]2
(+177.34 ppm)[8] indicating more double bond character of the PCcAAC bond (C-P 1.7036(12), C-N 1.3955(14) Å). The 13C NMR
spectra of complexes 2a- 5 show doublets (JC-P = 80-82 Hz for
2a/3, 4; JC-P = 104 Hz for 5) corresponding to CcAAC in the range
of 202-208 ppm. The solution NMR studies of complexes 2a5 suggest that all these complexes are either monomeric or
dimeric [(cAAC-P)2K2(THF)x]. The comparatively downfield
chemical shift values of complexes 2a/3 can be attributed to the
stronger π-back donation from P to CcAAC in complexes 2a/3 (CP 1.6764(1), C-N 1.4129(1) Å). The computed 31P chemical shift
value for complex 2a is 210.3 ppm which is very close to that of
the experimental value. The 13C NMR studies in solid state
(Figures S7, S13) and solution (Figures S8, S14) clearly suggest
that the structures of complexes 2a-4 in solid state are
profoundly different when compared to that in their respective
solutions. At -70°C, the coupling constant, JC-P was found to be
72.1 Hz for complexes 2a/3, whereas the same for complex 4
was found to be 28.3 Hz in THF-D8.
The X-ray single crystal diffraction revealed that complex [(CycAAC-P)2K2(THF)4] (2a) co-crystallizes with complex [(Cy-cAACP)6K6(µ-THF)2] (3) in triclinic P-1 space group as [(Cy-cAACP)6K6(THF)2][(Cy-cAAC-P)2K2(THF)4]·2THF.
For
molecular
structure of complex 2a see SI. The molecular structure of
complex 3 is depicted in Figure 3 for connectivity of the atoms
(see SI for details).
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spectroscopy. In contrast, Na-metal (E1/2 = -2.71 V) was unable
to reduce 1a; both the starting materials remained unreacted
even after 2 days. The cyclic voltammogram of 1a shows the
first e‒ transfer [E1/2 < -2.85 V] corresponding to the one one
electron quasi-reversible process (Vpeak-peak = 0.71 V) at scan
rate of 50 mV/s (i.e. from K-metal to the 1a) suggesting the
generation of Int-1a (Figure 1). The irreversible process [E1/2 < 2.55 V; Figure 1 (inset)] corresponding to the successive e‒
transfer occurred spontaneously from K-metal to the stable
intermediate (Cy-cAAC)2P2 (Int-2a) leading to the formation of
(Cy-cAAC)2P2•‒/(Cy-cAAC)P‒. Similarly, Na/C10H8 could act like
K-metal in solution to produce the trimeric complex 5. The
computed G298K for the electron transfer from SUMONap.- to
LUMOCy-cAAC=P-Cl is -11.5 kcal/mol).
A plausible mechanism for the reduction of 1a was proposed
based on CV and NMR studies which were further supported by
theoretical calculations (Scheme 4).
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Figure 3. Molecular structure of complex 3 (depicted for atom connectivity
only). H atoms and lattice THF moleculaes were omitted for clarity.

Complex 4 [(Me2-cAAC-P)4K4(µ-THF)2(THF)2] crystallizes as
4∙2(THF) in monoclinic P21/c space group and the molecular
structure is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5. Molecular structure of complex 5∙2THF. Hydrogen atoms and two
solvated THF molecule were omitted for clarity. Both coordinated THF
molecules have half occupancies. The position of Na3/Na3՛ is slightly
disordered. Selected experimental [calculated at M06-2X/def2SVP] bond
lengths [Å] and bond angles [˚]: C1-P2 1.703(4) [1.708], C1-N1 1.405(6)
[1.392], C59-P1 1.698(5) [1.711], C59-N3 1.402(6) [1.392], P1-Na1 2.850(2)
[2.821], P1-Na2 2.757(2) [2.747], P2-Na1 2.831(2) [2.826], P3-Na2 2.806(3)
[2.784], P3-Na3 2.794(5) [2.777], N1-C1-P2 126.6(3) [127.3], P1-Na1-P2
111.42(7) [96.6], Na1-P2-Na3 114.9(2) [128.4], P3-Na3-P2 121.7(2) [125.6],
P1-Na2-P3 120.30(8) [124.90], Na2-P1-Na1 120.91(7) [130.00], Na3-P3-Na2
107.9(2) [100.40].

Figure 4. Molecular structure of complex 4∙2THF. Hydrogen atoms and two
solvated THF molecules were omitted for clarity. Important bond lengths [Å]
and bond angles [˚]: C21-P1 1.702(3), C13-P2 1.703(3), C21-N1 1.402(3),
C13-N2 1.401(3), P1-K1 3.2893(10), P2-K1 3.2314(9), P1-K4 3.2761(10), P2K4 3.3532(10), K4-O1 2.885(3), K4-O2 2.763(3) and 2.954(3), N1-C21-P1
126.53(19), N2-C13-P2 127.93(19), C21-P1-K4 120.86(9), C21-P1-K1
115.19(9), K1-P1-K4 123.87(3), P2-K1-P1 97.49(2).

The asymmetric unit of the tetrameric complex 4∙2(THF) consists
of two Me2-cAAC=P‒ anions, two K+ ions and two THF
molecules. Additionally, a lattice THF molecule also crystallizes
in the asymmetric unit. Complex 4 possesses a centre of
symmetry and two mirror planes passing through K1 to bisect
the molecule into two equal halves (see SI). The P atoms in
each Me2-cAAC=P- anionic unit show trigonal planar geometry
(the sum of the bond angles is close to 360˚) by coordinating
with the adjacent K1 and K4 atoms. In other words, two of each
Me2-cAAC=P- units are shared by two adjacent K+ ions in such a
way that the overall charge is balanced in the structure. On the
other hand, K4 also strengthens the structure by coordinating
with a terminal and a bridging THF molecules as well as with two
adjacent Me2-cAAC=P‒ anionic units. The K4P4 butterfly like core
is non-planar having two K+ ions at the body position, bridged by
two -THF adopting a distorted trigonal pyramidal coordination
geometry. These two K+ ions have adopted distorted square
pyramidal geometry. Other two K+ ions at the wing positions are
being sandwiched by two aromatic rings in bend fashion. The
average P-K distance in 4 is lying in the range of 3.2761(10)-

The asymmetric unit of the trimeric complex 5 consists of three
Na+ ions and three Cy-cAAC=P‒ moieties. Three -bridging Patoms of three Cy-cAAC=P‒ anions connect the three Na+ ions
in a cyclic fashion to form a trimer containing a non-planar Na3P3
unit (Figure S30). One of the three Na+ ions is terminally
coordinated by one THF molecule. There are two half occupied
disordered-THF molecules coordinated to Na+ ions (Na1/Na3)
filling the void space between the two trimers (evident from the
space filling packing diagram).[14] The third Na+ ion (Na2) is not
coordinated by any THF molecule. All three Na+ ions are
interacting with the phenyl ring of Dipp-group (2,6diisopropylphenyl) in η6 fashion. The position of Na3/Na3՛ is
slightly disordered leading to a boat like Na 3P3 core. The chair
like Na3P3 core was not observed in the solid state. The average
C-P bond distance in the cyclic-trimer is found to be 1.701 Å,
which falls in the range of previously reported carbene stabilized
phosphinidenes.[4a,7d,8,10,15] P-atom of Cy-cAAC=P‒ possesses a
near trigonal planar geometry with the sum of the bond angle
close to 360˚. The average Na-P distances in the cyclic-trimer
are lying in the range of 2.757(2)-2.882(5) Å (Table S1) which
are shorter than those (2.9246(8)-3.0178(8) Å) of the dimeric
((Dipp)2PNa(THF)2)2 complex.[6c] The average Na-P-Na/P-Na-P
bond angles in 5 are found in the range of 107.9(2)123.14(14)˚/111.42(7)-121.7(2)˚.
To understand the bonding and electron density distribution of
dimer 2 and trimer 5, geometry optimization and vibrational
frequency analysis were carried out at M06-2X/def2SVP level of
theory (see SI for computational details). Natural Population
Analysis (NPA) of 5 indicates NPA charge of -0.56 to -0.59e on
P atom, +0.82 to +0.84e on Na atom and -0.09e on CcAAC (Table
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3.3532(10) Å which are close to those of 3 and tetrameric [(2,6dimesitylphenyl)P(H)K]4 complex.[6c] The average K-P-K/P-K-P
bond angles in 4 are found in the range of 123.87-125.23˚
/97.49-157.07˚. Complex 5 [(Cy-cAAC-P)3Na3(THF)] crystallizes
as (5∙2THF) in monoclinic C2/c space group. The molecular
structure is depicted in Figure 5.
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S16). The lowered NPA charge on P atom can be explained by
the charge delocalization, additional P-Na interaction and strong
π-acceptance by CcAAC atom.
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Figure 6. Representative Molecular Orbitals of complex 5 at M062X/def2TZVPP level of theory. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

NBO analysis of 5 indicates a Wiberg Bond Index (WBI) of 1.681.69 (Table S17) for the CcAAC-P bond, thereby suggesting a
partial double bond. WBI (1.68‒1.69) of CcAAC-P bond of the
trimer (5) has slightly lower WBI (1.68-1.69) than that of the
dimers (2, see SI) (1.77-1.79). The σ type bond between CcAAC
and P has an occupancy of 1.97e with electron density heavily
polarised towards CcAAC (around 66%) and only 34% polarised
towards the P atom indicating a dative bond. The second bond
(π type) is formed by P atom donating back its electron density
to the vacant pz-orbital of CcAAC with an occupancy of 1.95e.
However, in this case the electron density is slightly polarised
towards the P atom (54% on P and 45% on CcAAC). QTAIM
analysis shows that the CcAAC-P bond is a donor-acceptor type
bond, whereas the P-Na bond is ionic in nature (Table S18).
NBO analysis shows that HOMO, HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 are
majorly the two lone pairs of electrons each localized on P atom
(Figure 6). HOMO-3, HOMO-4 and HOMO-5 represent the πbackdonation from P to CcAAC which have partial occupancy
(1.91e-1.83e) indicating the charge delocalization. The lone pair
of P-atom with occupancy of 1.91e has 75% of s-character and
25% of p-character, while, the other lone pair with occupancy of
1.83e has 97% of p-character.
In conclusion, we have reported the syntheses and solid state
characterization of cAAC-supported oligomeric potassium- and
sodium-phosphinidenides (2a/3-5) by the reduction of cAACchlorophosphinidenes (1) using K/KC8/Na-naphthalenide as
reducing agents. The quasi-reversible one electron reduction of
1a observed from the cyclic voltammogram indicated the
possible formation of the reactive radical intermediate (cAAC=P•)
which can dimerize to form (cAAC)2P2. The later upon further
reduction (indicated by CV) can convert to monomeric species
cAAC=P‒K/Na leading to the formation of different oligomers
(dimer 2a, trimer 5, tetramer 4 and hexamer 3) in the solid state.
Oligomerization of this class of complexes in the solid state has
been found to be largely dependent on the charge accumulation
on P-atom as evident by the significantly different calculated
NPA charges on P-atoms of (cAAC)P‒M (M = Li, K, Na), steric
bulk of cAACs and ionic radius of the alkali metal ions.
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